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A B S T R A C T

Slurry pipelines transporting a coarse—the comminution product—and a fine fraction, both in the presence of
seawater, can cause an alteration of the liquid phase chemical composition. In the present paper, we present the
result of two-dimensional numerical simulations using a mixture model using the OpenFOAM library solving the
momentum equations for both the coarse and fine species, the liquid phase, mass transport equations for three
ionic species (Ca2+, Na+ and Mg2+) and the mean flow continuity. The flow is assumed turbulent, and to this
purpose, the k-∊ model is used. The mass transport has been modeled using a two-species first order kinetic
model derived from the Gaines-Thomas exchange equation, assuming the relation between the rate of Ca+2–Na+

and that between Na+2–Mg+2. The presence of an inhomogeneous concentration distribution in the vertical and
the fine fraction vertical mobility via settling, reveals a strongly inhomogeneous mass transfer characteristic
within the pipe section. In particular, the higher particle concentration near the bottom along with lower local
velocities of the continuous phase compared to the mid-section imply larger residence times, as confirmed by the
numerical results. Both aspects in combination, promote higher Ca2+–Na+ and Mg2+–Na+ exchange rates near
the bottom than in the axis of the pipe. This observation suggests that particle flow heterogeneity may promote
or hinder adsorption-desorption processes when compared to homogeneous slurry flows. Results also reveal the
potential for the control of the electrolyte structure given the cation exchange capacity (CEC), type and con-
centration of clays and coarse phase concentration, the latter conditioning the flow structure.

1. Introduction

In the mining industry, transport systems of slurry and water are of
primary importance since there are many unit operations that rely on
them, especially in mineral processing plants. Pipelines are a common
system used in mineral processing because it is extremely flexible and is
used in short or long distance for concentrate and tailings. These mix-
tures contain solid particles that, depending on various aspects, can
behave as an equivalent homogeneous fluid or a heterogeneous mixture
due to the formation of a bed particles in the bottom of pipe, bringing a
non-uniform distribution of particles (Jacobs, 2003; Wilson et al., 2006;
Shook and Roco, 2015). Such solid content has a specific size dis-
tribution where coarse particles might alter the motion of the fine
particles and the liquid phase in the pipe. It is known that when par-
ticles are close to the colloidal size, surface forces begin to affect the
behavior of the particles in the fluid (Rhodes and Ebrary, 2008).

The presence of clays has various implications in the process. In
particular, it affects the pump efficiency in the transport of pulp due its
fine size and capacity to change the pulp rheology (Nguyen and Boger,

1998; Ndlovu et al., 2013). On the other hand, it alters the froth sta-
bility and surface chemistry of particles in flotation, thus modifying the
mineral recovery (Bulatovic, 2007; Farrokhpay and Bradshaw, 2012;
Peng and Zhao, 2011). Downstream the process, clays may impact the
level of separation of solid from liquid in thickeners via the yield stress
and the settling characteristics of particles and flocs (Ndlovu et al.,
2011; Au and Leong, 2013). In most of the cases, the behavior of clay
depends on the electrolyte where it is immersed. In fact, the presence of
ions at certain pH develop different process such as sorption, ion ex-
change and precipitation in the clay surface. In particular, there are
many studies that describe the adsorption of heavy metals on clays (e.g.
Kraepiel et al., 1999; Al-Qunaibit et al., 2005) and some that describe
the ion exchange with major cations (Atesok et al., 1988; Carroll and
Starkey, 1958). In general, clays interact with cations because the
surface charge or zeta potential is a negative product of the isomorphic
substitutions of cations of a lower valence. For instance, in the case of
montomorillonite, some Al+3 are substituted by Mg+2 or Fe+2,
whereas Si+4 are substituted by Al+3 (Zarzycki et al., 2007). Thus,
cations are adsorbed on the particle surface or exchanged with another
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ion to compensate the surface charge. Taking advantage of this feature,
clays are used for cleaning wastewater and are considered complex
minerals provided that changes in the particle surface can cause
changes in the hydrodynamics, rheology, flocculation and sedimenta-
tion stability (Zhou et al., 2001; Boger, 2009; Zhang and Peng, 2015).

When modeling the competitive sorption of major cations a
common approach is the definition of cation exchange reactions with
constant exchange stoichiometry based on equivalent charges. An ex-
ample is the Gaines-Thomas relation (Voegelin et al., 2000). In the case
of pipe flow, CFD is a valid option for modeling two-phase systems.
However, to the knowledge of the authors, there are no studies that
treat fine and coarse particles in high Reynolds number flows con-
currently with a chemical process such as adsorption or ion exchange
that may alter the composition of the liquid phase. In this paper, we
treat this topic studying its effects on the ion exchange in terms of the
chemical and hydrodynamic properties of the system.

2. Governing equations

2.1. Momentum equations

The suspension is modeled as a continuum with solid velocity,
density and volume fraction fields ρu ,s s and ϕs, respectively, super-
imposed to the liquid with velocity (ul), density ρl and volume fraction

= −ϕ ϕ1l s. The momentum conservation equations are
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where the subindex i stands for solid s or liquid l. The pressure is as-
sumed common to both phases. An additional solid pressure contribu-
tion p ϕs s, which sharply increases around the maximum packing frac-
tion ϕmax, is added on the momentum equation for the solid in order to
bound the volume fraction of solid ϕs below ϕmax. This extra pressure
term in the liquid equation is zero =p 0s l, . It is important to note that
the volume fraction of fines, ϕf , and salt concentration, = ∑C Ci i, affect
the liquid density, resulting in a liquid density = +ρ ϕ ρ ϕ ρl f f l C l C, , ,
where ρs is the solid density and = +ρ ρ αC(1 )l s l, ,0 is defined as the salt
liquid density with ρl,0 the density of fresh water and α an expansion
coefficient. The shear stress tensor for each phase is given by Enwald
et al. (1996):
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where the effective viscosity of the solid μs is obtained from the ex-

pression for the slurry, = + = +
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, where

=η[ ] 5/2 is the intrinsic viscosity of a sphere suspension (e.g. Shook and
Roco, 2015). Here, = +μ μ η ϕ(1 [ ] )l l f,0 corresponds to the suspension
viscosity equation, with μl,0 the dynamic viscosity of the liquid phase.
Both can be revised in Enwald et al. (1996). The volumetric forces
between phases, denoted by the last term of the right hand side of (2)
are given by = + + +f f f f fi D L WL TD (Ekambara et al., 2009 and re-
ferences therein), where fD is the drag force, fL is the lift force, fWL is the
lubrication wall force and fTD is the turbulent dispersion force. Here,

= = −f f fi s l is the force per unit volume the fluid applies on the solid.
For these interfacial forces, we consider same expressions and para-
meters used in the non-cohesive three-dimensional slurry flow mod-
eling by Ekambara et al. (2009) using ANSYS-CFX.

2.2. Particle transport equations

The mass transport equation for the solid phase, including fine
particles, is:

∂
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Here, κ is the mass diffusivity coefficient, and =i f sor . It has been
assumed that the clay particles move with the liquid, except on the
vertical velocity, where the sedimentation is allowed. This assumption
has been proven reasonable in comparison with the full set of coarse
and fine equations, and allows saving significant computational times.
The fine particle velocity is defined as ̂= −wu ks f s f, , , and corresponds to
the Stokes velocity corrected by a hindrance function (Richardson and
Zaki, 1954):
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where df is the fine fraction diameter (the clay fraction) and
= +ϕ ϕ ϕT f s is the total volume fraction of particles.

2.3. Salt transport equations

The salt concentration satisfies the advection-diffusion equation
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where D is the salt diffusivity coefficient, which is taken as =D κ25
(Schulte et al., 2016), =i Na,Mg,Ca or Cl. The term S td /di is the source
term (in the case ofCl is 0) and refers to the ion exchange of the ion pair
within the liquid and the fine solid phase, and is defined as:
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where wm j, is a unit conversion factor from mol to grams, is the con-
centration of the ion j=Mg or Ca in kg/m3, ∗Sj is the ion concentration,
in mol/m3, ∗R j1, and

∗R j2, are derived from the Gaines-Thomas equilibrium
equation for ion exchange (Voegelin et al., 2000). For the case of cal-
cium (or magnesium, replacing Ca by Mg):
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with k1 and k2 the kinetic constant, in mol/m3 s, and zi is the charge of
the ion i. Here, c0 is a reference unit that equals 1M (Voegelin et al.,
2000). On the other hand, ∗R1,Ca is defined as the rate of exchange of
calcium in particles with liquid. It also corresponds to the rate of ex-
change of sodium in the liquid phase with particles. If ∗R2,Ca is higher
than ∗R1,Ca, then calcium (or magnesium) can go to the particles.
Otherwise, the sodium goes to the particles. In (7) and (8),

= −( )a a exps i b i
z eζ

k T, ,
i

b
, where e is the charge of an electron, ζ is the zeta

potential, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature
and =a γ C wb i i i m i, , is the surface ion activity, in mol/m3. Here, wm i, is the
molecular weight and γi is the activity coefficient, determined by B-dot
Model (Bethke, 2007) as:
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Here,A is a constant, a B,i i and Bi̇ are ion-dependent constants, and I is
the ionic force determined by = ∑I z mCi i i with mCi the molal con-
centration of ion i. On the other hand, CECc is the calculated cation
exchange capacity determined by ∑ z Si i. It is noted that k1 and k2 are
critical on fixing the timescale of the exchange process. Given a con-
stant mean flow velocity, this implies that the kinetic constant may
have a strong relevance on the cation exchange entry length within
pipeline (Section 4). For this system, it was assumed that calcium and
magnesium ions exchange moles with ion sodium but there is not a
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direct exchange between Ca and Mg. The corresponding exchange re-
actions are given by:

+ ⇄ ++ +2NaX Ca 2Na CaX2
2 (10)

+ ⇄ ++ +2NaX Mg 2Na MgX ,2
2 (11)

where X is a negatively (−1) charged site. This allows to calculate the
net exchange rate for sodium by stoichiometry as
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where Si was defined as, =S ϕ ρ si f f i, with si the concentration of the ion
i in kg per kg of particle. We assume that initially, the CEC is associated
solely to the sodium ions in the fine particles. In practice, often the
cation exchange capacity refers to more than one ionic species (Carroll
and Starkey, 1958). We, however, consider a single species (as in the
homoionic sodium montmorrillonite studied by Tarchitzky et al.
(1993)) to simplify the analysis. Therefore, the following relation was

=∗S ϕ ρ CEC/100f fNa,0 , with ∗SNa,0 the initial concentration of the ion Na
in the fine particle (clay) in mol/m3 and CEC the cation exchange ca-
pacities of the clay in meq/100 gr clay.

2.4. Turbulence closure

The turbulent model used for the flow of the liquid phase is the two-
equation k–∊ model with standard empirical constants. Using Einstein
notation,
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where ul i, is the ith component of the liquid phase velocity vector, and G
represents the generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to the mean
velocity gradient (Rusche, 2003). For the liquid phase, the k–∊ model is
applied with the standard constants = =∊ ∊C C1.44,1 1

= = =∊C σ σ1.92, 0.09, 1.0, 1.3μ k (Rusche, 2003; Versteeg and
Malalasekera, 2007). No turbulence model is applied to the solid phase.
However, the impact of the disperse phase on the continuous phase is
taken into account through the terms Sk and ∊S in Eqs. (13) and (14),
respectively, whose expressions can be found in Sato and Sekoguchi
(1975). The term μl,turb is added to the molecular value, μl in (2). For
every time step, the final value of ul and μl,turb is obtained by iteration.

2.5. Initial and boundary conditions

The corresponding boundary conditions at the top and bottom walls
are no ion and solid mass normal gradients, thus precluding mass
transfer through the walls. At the inlet, velocities, ion and volume
concentration of both phases are uniform. At the outlet, the pressure is
specified (atmospheric), whereas for the rest of the variables ion and
solid mass horizontal gradients are set as null. At the wall, the liquid
and particles velocities were set to zero (no-slip conditions).

2.6. Numerical implementation

The model equations described previously are implemented in the
solver twoPhaseEulerFoam of the open source software OpenFOAM.
The computational domain consists of a two-dimensional ×0.1 15 m2

domain using a ×700 50 node mesh. Fig. 1 shows a schematic, where it
is shown that the spatial step is constant in the horizontal direction and
finer near the bottom wall in the vertical direction (the bottom element
height is 1.38mm while that at the top is 2.77mm height). The choice
of the number of nodes and the additional refinement at the bottom is
the result of mesh convergence mass conservation test.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the two-dimensional mesh
considered used the simulation, which becomes
denser approaching the bottom horizontal wall of
the computational domain.
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Reported measurements have been obtained in steady state (after
letting the system evolve until no further changes were noticed), at a
distance of 1m from the outlet boundary of the computational domain.
This choice of horizontal location of velocity and concentration profiles
corresponds to locally uniform flow, i.e., where no horizontal variations
occur at steady state. This is depicted on the concentration profiles of
Fig. 2.

To initialize the numerical solution, the average solids volume
fraction, ion concentration and a parabolic velocity profile are specified
as initial conditions. The initial values of coarse and fine particle vo-
lume fractions have been set between 0.2–0.4 and 0.06–0.1, respec-
tively. The values of mean velocities of the liquid and solid phases are
1.0, 2.0 and 3.0m s−1 while the adopted values of CEC are 7, 70 and
140. In the liquid phase, the initial concentrations of Na, Ca and Mg are
11.039 g/L, 0.421 g/L and 1.328 g/L, respectively. It has also been
considered for the ionic force only (not for the cation exchange process)
an initial Cl concentration of 19.85 g/L.

The particle diameter of coarse particles has been set between
10 μm and 200 μm. On the other hand, the fine fraction has been as-
sumed monodisperse, with a diameter equal 1 μm.

Results are obtained from solving for the unknowns ui and ϕi ( =i s f,
and l), and Cj (), k and ∊. With a set of preliminary runs, the present
results have been compared with the numerical simulations by
Ekambara et al. (2009) and the experimental work by Gillies et al.
(2004), with very good agreement, as shown in Fig. 3 for various
combinations of particle size, mean flow velocity and solids volume
fraction for a monodisperse flow without a cation exchange process.
The present output have been found very similar on the vertical velocity
and the solid concentration profile to the three-dimensional numerical
simulations of Ekambara et al. (2009) and the straight pipe experiments
by Gillies et al. (2004), in spite of the fact that present numerical si-
mulations are two-dimensional. The similarity between both is inter-
preted by the absence of three-dimensional flow features such as sec-
ondary currents, caused by anisotropies of normal stresses, which can
occur under the presence of singularities such as changes of the flow
direction due to bends (Taylor et al., 1982), and departures from cir-
cularity of the cross-section of the flow. The latter situation can occur
under the presence of a static solid bed in laminar flow. It has been
identified that when such normal stress differences are non-negligible,
the k-∊ model is not useful to model secondary currents (Speziale,
1982), and therefore experiments become crucial to identify the extent
at which two-dimensional simulations can be reasonably applied.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Particle distributions and velocity profiles

The overall effect of the presence of a relatively coarse solid phase is
to alter the otherwise symmetric velocity profiles with respect to the
horizontal centerline. This is explained by the flow heterogeneity
where, in zones of higher concentration, causes the mean flow velocity
to decrease. This is shown in Fig. 4. For instance, in Fig. 4a (mean flow
velocity 2m s−1), about 1mm away from the walls, the velocity in the
lower section is about 0.2m s−1 lower than that in the upper section.
This, on the other hand, corresponds to a solid concentration difference
of about 28% between the same sections (Fig. 4b).

Fig. 5 shows the influence of both the mean flow velocity and the
mean particle size on the concentration profiles. In particular, Fig. 5a
shows that, for a fixed particle size, increasing the particle concentra-
tion tends to drive the particle distribution more homogeneous. This is
coherent with previous experimental observations (e.g. Kaushal et al.,
2005), where it is exposed the particle hindrance effect on the settling
process within the pipeline. This kind of effect has been also in de-
position velocity models (e.g. Poloski et al., 2010), where increasing
concentration causes a decrease on the deposit velocity. On the other
hand, increasing the particle size causes a significant increase on the
width of the concentration distribution (Fig. 5b), as expected, and ex-
plained by the combined effects of drag and particle (negative) buoy-
ancy.

A different and relevant effect is that of the flow and concentration
on the fine particle phase. It is noted, from Eq. (3), that the fine phase
local concentration may depart from its initially homogeneous value
across the liquid phase if local velocities are small enough to allow for
particle settling. A result of the local increase of the coarse particle
concentration due to gravity is twofold: first a relatively higher number
of coarse particles is related to lower local liquid phase velocities in the
interstitial spaces between them, thus potentially enabling for local
settling of the fine phase. Second, by virtue of the local continuity of the
two-phase mixture, the result of crowding the zone near the bottom
with coarse particles is to displace the fluid fraction (plus part of the
fine solid phase), to the middle and upper region of the enclosure. This
causes an increase of the fine fraction with height, as shown in Fig. 6.
This behavior repeats both for different mean flow velocities and bulk
concentrations (Fig. 6a and b, respectively).

Fig. 2 shows the nonuniform concentration profile in the flow for
the 200 μm coarse particle diameter case, and two very different mean
flow velocities ( = −u 1 m sm

1 and 3m/s in Fig. 2a and b, respectively).
The figure clearly suggests the existence of a particle entry length for

Fig. 2. Coarse particle concentration (ϕs) along pipeline with (a) =d 200 μms with = −u 1 m sm 1 (mean flow velocity), and (b) =d 200 μms with = −u 3 m sm 1.
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the coarse mass boundary layer, which depends on the particle size and
concentration and the mean flow velocity, where shorter entry lengths
are related to higher settling velocities in relation to the mean flow, as
depicted on Fig. 2a and b for relatively low and high settling-mean flow
velocity contrasts, respectively. This has been reported to some extent
by Colwell and Shook (1988) for sand slurries. Although this topic is not
pursued further in this paper, for all the cases analyzed, it has been
ensured to process within the uniform flow and particle concentration
zone.

3.2. Ionic exchange in the system

Fig. 7 shows the result of the cation exchange process for a mean
flow velocity (um) of 2 m s−1, = =ϕCEC 70 meq/100 gr clay, 20%s and

=d 100 μms , both for the calcium and magnesium. Here, we define the
exchanged calcium content in the liquid phase (i.e. outside the clay
structure) as

⎜ ⎟= × ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

+

+θ (%) 100 1 [Ca ]
[Ca ]

,Ca
2

2
0 (16)

Fig. 3. Comparison between present work with the
computational results by Ekambara et al. (2009)
and experiments by Gillies et al. (2004), for a height

=D 0.1 m. (a) =ϕ u d( , , ) (0.19,3 m/s,90 μm)s m s , (b)

=ϕ u d( , , ) (0.3,5.4 m/s,270 μm)s m s and (c)

=ϕ u d( , , ) (0.4,5.4 m/s,270 μm)s m s . The symbols

ϕ u,s m and ds represent the solid volume fraction,

the mean flow velocity and the (monosized) solid
particle diameter, respectively.

Fig. 4. (a) Velocity profiles for different mean
velocities with =ϕ 20%s . (b) Coarse particle pro-

file for different mean velocities.
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where the square brackets denote the local, space- and time-dependent
molar concentration of calcium in the liquid phase and the subscript 0
corresponds to the (homogeneous) initial value. Here, higher values of
θCa correspond to higher cation exchange rates between phases. On the
other hand, we define θCa as the vertical mean exchanged fraction in a
cross-section of a pipe. Except for the study of convergence into the
pipeline, this mean value was calculated at fixed distance equal 14m
from the inlet of the pipe.

The slight differences between Fig. 7a and b are due to the differ-
ence between the Mg and Ca kinetic constants. The corresponding se-
lectivity depends on the kind of clay, the cations present in this particle
and the ion in solution, as observed in Carroll and Starkey (1958),
where magnesium and calcium is exchanged with sodium from sea-
water, but the level of exchange is function of the clay used, the
montmorillonite used in that experiment has a preference for magne-
sium, even also exchange calcium with magnesium. Generally, the di-
valent cations have preference above monovalent cations and, on the
other hand, Ca+2 above Mg+2 (Grim, 1968), but this depends on the
system conditions such as the ion concentrations of both the liquid and
the particle phase. Here, to reproduce this effect on the numerical si-
mulation, we assume =k k0.52,Mg 2,Ca, with k i2, from Eq. (8). A remark-
able feature of this process is the correlation between the local coarse
particle concentration and the exchanged cation values. It is apparent
from present results that lower local flow velocities are related to higher
values of the θCa parameter (Fig. 7). In particular, higher coarse frac-
tions are related to lower particle interstitial velocities (seen by the top/
bottom velocity ration in Fig. 4a), an aspect that promotes higher re-
sidence times and thus higher values of θCa. On the other hand, the
process of particle settling tends to displace the fluid and fine particle

phases (fine particles in this case being mostly advected by the liquid
phase). The higher particle fractions present in the zone above the high
concentration bottom layer cause higher available areas for cation ex-
change, thus explaining the non-monotonic characteristic of the
θCa-curve (Fig. 8a).

On the other hand, it is shown that given a constant fine particle
concentration, the effect of the coarse particle size on the local values of
θCa is slight. A closer view of such differences is depicted on Table 1,
where for fine concentrations between 6% and 8%, and coarse particle
sizes between 10 μm and 200 μm, mean values of θCa are below 2.5%.

The chemical property that has a direct impact on cation exchange
capacity in the system is naturally the CEC. Different values of the CEC
would generate different cation availabilities in the system and there-
fore differing values of ∗Si , as shown in Eq. (6). Fig. 8b shows the effect
of such parameter for various values of the mean fine particle con-
centration. As expected, higher CEC values are related to higher values
of θCa. On the other hand, the availability of an increased number of
particles per unit volume increases cation exchange values. This is de-
picted on Fig. 8b.

By virtue of the mass balance in the pipeline, =G ρ ϕ u As s T m with Gs
the throughput, A the cross-sectional area of the pipe, um is the mean
flow velocity and = +ϕ ϕ ϕT s f . For a fixed value of the throughput and
cross-sectional area, Fig. 9a shows that the exchanged fraction of cal-
cium and magnesium decreases as the velocity increases for a fixed
value of ϕs. In contrast, Fig. 9b reveals that there is a significant increase
on θCa for modest fine particle fractions, and a tendency to saturation
for fine-coarse volume fraction ratios on the order of 100% ( ≈ϕ ϕ/ 1f s ).
The cation exchange process is thus stimulated by lower flow velocities,

Fig. 5. (a) Coarse particle concentration profiles
for different mean coarse concentrations. (b)
Particle concentration profiles for different par-
ticle sizes. In (a) and (b), the mean flow velocity
(um) is −2 m s 1.

Fig. 6. Fine particle concentration profile for (a)
different velocities with =ϕ 20%s and (b) different

coarse particle concentrations. The mean flow ve-
locity (um) is 2 m s−1 and =ϕ 6%f .
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implying higher residence times and by a higher availability of fine
particle fraction in the stream. The nonlinearity of such processes come
partially from the nonlinear sorting of fines with mean flow velocity. In
this context, when expansive hydrophilic clays are present in the
system, fixing the throughput also implies lesser water recovery due to
higher water retention in the clays for smaller mean flow velocities or
higher fine particle concentrations.

3.3. Affinity of the sodium in the clay

Similarly to the Gaines-Thomas relation, we define the dimension-
less constant =K k k/1 2. In chemical terms, this refers to the affinity of
sodium with the clay. In equilibrium conditions, where =S td /d 0, from
(6)–(8),

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

∗

∗
k
k

c S z
a

a
S zCECc s

s1

2

0 Na Na

,Na

2
,Ca

Ca Ca (17)

Fig. 10a, corresponds to the case of a sodium montmorillonite or
sodium bentonite, where all the ions available for exchanging are Na+.
Considering a fixed pipeline length, zeta potential and ion concentra-
tion in the liquid phase, that the higher the value of k2, the higher is the
exchanged calcium fraction. Also, it is shown that for =K 10,15 and 20,
there is a value of k2 above which the exchanged fraction converges,
thus achieving an equilibrium condition in the pipeline. It is also evi-
dent from such figure that the lower the value of K, the higher the
maximum value of θCa. Such value depends on k2, which is defined in
Eq. (8) as the rate than Ca is exchanged with Na from liquid. On the
other hand, for =K 5, the curve is monotonically increasing in the k2

range computed. This is because for low values of K, the affinity with
Na is low and the clay prefers to keep exchanging sodium with calcium.
On the other hand, when ⩽K 5, for fixed values of k2, more time is
required to complete the exchange process and thus to reach the
equilibrium condition. In this case, such time is on the order of that
required to travel through the pipe length considered in the present
numerical simulations, ∼τ L u/L m, with L the pipe length and um the
pulp velocity. Decreasing K for fixed values of k2 is equivalent to cause a
decrease on k1 which, from (7), cause a decrease on ∗R Ca1, . For sodium
(Fig. 10b) the curve is similar but it is in the another direction, a result
of the incorporation of sodium in the liquid phase.

In the case of magnesium (Fig. 10c) trends are roughly the same.
However, a comparison of values of θCa and θMg at equal values of k2
reveals some differences, which are explained due to the differences in

Fig. 7. Cation exchanged fraction in wa-
ter profiles for (a) calcium y (b) magne-
sium. Here, = =ϕ u20%, 2s m m s−1, and

=CEC 70 meq/100 gr clay .

Fig. 8. Calcium exchanged fraction profiles for (a)
different clay fractions ( = =d d100 μm, 200 μms s1 2

and =CEC 70 meq/100 gr clay) and (b) cation ex-
change capacities for different clay concentrations,
with =ϕ 20%s and =u 2m ms−1.

Table 1
Coarse particle diameter ds effect on calcium mean exchanged fraction.

θCa

– ϕ (%)f

d (μm)s 6 8 10

10 11.38 18.87 27.28
50 11.40 18.89 27.29
100 11.38 18.80 27.21
200 11.18 18.50 26.74
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initial concentrations and activities (as i, ). In both figures, for a slow
kinetic (low k2) the final fraction is similar and they are independent of
the affinity with Na because the term ∗R1 becomes irrelevant in front of

∗R2 . On the another hand, the maximum cation fraction exchanged, θCa,
for a fixed pipe length is a decreasing function of K. Therefore, this
parameter (K) is key to define the capacity of this kind of clay to ex-
change cations when being mixed with a specific electrolyte.

3.4. Cation competition between Ca and Mg

In addition to the definition of the parameter K, a similar ratio is
defined to account for the selectivity of magnesium with respect to
calcium: =K k k/Mg 2,Mg 2,Ca. This parameter actually corresponds to an
indirect selectivity because it does not consider the reaction between Ca
and Mg. Indeed, it reflects a competition between magnesium and
calcium through the sodium, on which of both can proceed faster to

Fig. 9. Mean values for exchanged ion content. (a)
In terms of the mean flow velocity, with =ϕ 20%s .

(b) In terms of the fine/coarse particle ratio
(ϕ ϕ/f s), keeping fixed = + =ϕ ϕ ϕ 40%T f s and

=u 2m m s−1. In both figures, =i Ca or Mg and
CEC =70meq/100 gr clay.

Fig. 10. Mean values for exchanged ion content,
as a function of k2 for different values of K. (a)
Calcium, (b) sodium, and (c) magnesium. Here,

= = =ϕ ϕ uCEC 70 meq/100 gr clay, 20%, 6%,s f m

=2m s−1, and =d 100 μms .
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exchange cations with the available sodium in the clay interlayer. For
this reason, the higher is KMg, the lower is the fraction exchanged for Ca
because Mg is taking away more Na cations from the interlayer than
could have been potentially exchanged with Ca. This effect is stronger
in magnesium than calcium as it may be seen in Fig. 11.

4. Cation exchange entry length

Fig. 12 shows that in a high sodium clay, if k2 is high the con-
vergence will take a shorter length within pipe compared to the low-k2
case. On the other hand, for a fixed value of K, all the curves converge
to the same value but at different distances. This convergence distance
is a monotonically decreasing function of k2, which plausibly depends
on the available turbulence for ion transfer towards particles. This sort
of flow-dependence has been consistently identified in flocculation,
where kinetic constants associated to Brownian and collision-driven
flocculation differ by the presence of turbulence (or strong local
shearing) in the latter case (Svarovsky, 2000). From the literature, there
is no consensus on whether the kinetics of this process are fast or slow.
While some authors note than the dynamics are fast (e.g. Tang and
Sparks, 1993), where the shaken system reaches the equilibrium in
20–60 s, other show, in a static system, and thus in the absence of
turbulence, than the equilibrium is reached in a period of days
(Karnland et al., 2011). In a mineral processing plant, another im-
portant aspect is the impact this cation exchange process causes on pulp
critical variables such as rheology (Boger, 2009), flocculation and set-
tling (Concha, 2014), and how does it might contribute to process

performance variability. In particular, fluctuations in the zeta potential
or internal composition (not addressed herein) may have strong re-
percussions in the plant results due to change in the interaction with
another particles and with chemical reagents. To determine the real
value of k2 and K, could help to define if the clay is susceptible to
changes into pipe (or in a reactor) for the ions in liquid. For this system,
the equilibrium condition depends on how high are exchange rates,
how long is the pipeline or how low is the mean flow velocity, the latter
affecting the ion concentration profile and the efficiency of particle
transport. This point is critical because it puts together the potential
requirement of lower velocities to promote cation exchange and the
requirement of sufficiently high flow velocities to ensure particle
transport (Abulnaga, 2002).

5. Conclusions

Coarse particle organization in slurry pipelines plays a crucial role
on cation exchange processes when a fine fraction is present. In this
system, the coarse particle phase causes an influence on the hydro-
dynamics and eventually on the cation exchange rates into the pipeline.
The interplay between the fine fraction and the liquid phase evolves to
a physicochemical scenario that can be either beneficial or undesirable
in this kind of slurry transport system, which increasingly often mimic
those operating in Chilean mineral processing plants. In particular, the
cation exchange between sodium and calcium has the potential to re-
duce the water retention characteristic of the sodium montmorillonite
(Abu-Jdayil, 2011), and thus the ability to control the + +Na /Ca2 ratio in

Fig. 11. Effect of KMg on the exchanged ion

fraction for different values of K. (a) Calcium
and (b) magnesium. Here,

= = =ϕ ϕCEC 70 meq/100 gr clay, 20%, 6%,s f

=um 2m s−1, and =d 100s μm.

Fig. 12. Exchanged calcium fraction along pipe (X)
for (a) different values of the k c/2 0 ratio (in s−1), and
(b) different values of =K k k/1 2. Here,

= = =ϕ ϕ uCEC 70 meq/100 gr clay, 20%, 6%,s f m

=2m s−1, and =d 100 μms .
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the clay interlayer has an interesting potential.
Present results reveal the existence of a wealth of potential ways to

control the ionic content of the water phase, by mixing it with clays
with cation exchange properties. In particular, controlling the turbu-
lence into the system, along with the type and amount of fine particles
may define the ionic characteristics downstream (e.g. in a thickener
array or a tailing storage facility), thus conditioning the potential for
downstream water recovery or even the onset of reactive flows at
tailing deposits or related sites. The present set of numerical simula-
tions reveal that the cation exchange capacity by itself is far from suf-
ficient for an accurate determination of the electrolyte structure. In
particular, in the sodium-calcium-magnesium system studied herein,
while the affinity of the sodium (present in the liquid phase) through
the parameter K, has been assessed in light of a number of hypotheses,
yet it is required to study more in detail the interplay between the
cations present in the water and those in the clay. In the particular case
depicted herein, a specific assumption has been made to expose how is
the cation exchange with both calcium and magnesium, where present
numerical simulations have been able to predict saturation thresholds
for cation exchange both in terms of the fine fraction concentration and
the rate at which the cation exchange occurs, given by the parameters k1
and k2. The cation selection process from the clay needs a broader
analysis, including an experimental validation. Laboratory measure-
ments of cation exchange kinetics would allow for the determination of
the corresponding time scales which, via the mean flow velocity, are
related to a cation exchange entry length. This is being presently stu-
died by the present group of researchers. Fig. 12b gives an illustrative
example of the considerable variability that might be found (and is
apparent from the diverse results reported in the literature).

On the other hand, a commonly used parameter to assess the cation
exchange process is the zeta potential within the suspensions. This
variable has been set constant in the present numerical simulations, and
thus the potential effects related to its variability have not been con-
sidered. As this property is both accessible form an experimental point
of view and useful as a predictor of the suspension stability (an aspect
particularly relevant in the liquid-fine solid phase system), it would be
interesting to include a transport model for it.
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